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Abstract

The link prediction has attracted majority of researchers from various domains since the beginning of
behavioral science. For instance, online social networks such as Twitter, LinkedIn and Facebook change rapidly
as new users appear in the graph. For all these networks, the more challenging task is to find and recommend
friends to the users. In case of social graph, the foremost objective of link prediction is to predict which new
links are likely to be appearing from the actual state of the graph. Varieties of methods have been developed
such as probabilistic, maximum likelihood and similarity-based techniques where similarity-based techniques
are considered as the best prediction methods. Similarity-based methods uses a strategy, where each pair of
nodes assigned a similarity score such that more similar nodes have more chances to connect in a future.
Similarity estimation works on the global and local features i.e. path, random walk and neighbors. Local
features are those features of node that consider at node level i.e. adjacent neighbors nodes. On the other
hand, global features are those type of features that considers at graph level i.e. path between two nodes.
Our hypothesis is that the combination of both local and global features is more powerful predictor for link
formation. Here in this study, we have evaluated global, local and hybrid similarity measures. Moreover, we
also proposed a hybrid approach GLOS. We performed experiments on five different dataset (Astor, CondMat,
GrQc, HepPh and HepTh). After the result evaluation, it is found that, hybrid approach GLOS obtained
the highest accuracy by 1 on all the dataset, while, global approaches could not produced lowest accuracy
on all dataset. On the other hand, HP from local similarity outperformed than rest of the local and global
approaches.
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1. Introduction
In 1954 J.A. Barnes was the first person who use
word Social Network in the Class and Committees
of Norwegian Island Parish to describe human links
[34][36]. The current social network theory was
intensify by Stanly Milgram [26]. Many individuals
relate to each other and connected in a way of map
called Social Network. It (Social Network) represents as
a social structure made up of many different network
nodes, and each node represents unique existence; it
could be an individual person or a group. In general,
Social Network is a collection or map of nodes and
set of edges representing relation, link, connection
among these nodes; these links could be family, friends
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colleagues and so on. In essence, a social network
is a type of social structure having nodes connected
to each other with particular type of one or more
interconnection, like a map of all suitable links among
the nodes (Samad et al., 2020a) as representing in
Figure 1.

The creation of Social Networking is just to build
more opportunities to develop friendships, share
information and promote ideas for business in the
network. For instance social network services, such as:

• Twitter,

• Facebook,

• Instagram,

• LinkedIn,
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Figure 1. Social Network Graph

• Live Journal,

• Researchgate etc

One of the most fundamental characteristic of a
social network is its huge broadening and dynamic
nature that has led many researchers to study the
network properties. In fact, huge scale of structural and
behavioral of social network. Studying these graphs and
their dynamic evolution processes, researchers have
find some valuable facts which can solve many real
world problem in practical [10].

In contrast to old-time when a Social Network
were only made via face-to-face communications [33],
nowadays people are good to use different virtual
networking applications to make new relationships and
keep connected with their old ones known as Online
Social Networking System(OSNS). Deep and detailed
analysis of social network social is known as Social
Network Analysis (SNA). SNA is the measurement and
mapping of links, relationships between nodes (people,
groups, computers, organizations) and many other
connected entities which provides some knowledge and
information. Nodes/Vertices in a network are people
and groups while relation among them is represented
by links. It could be mathematical analysis and visual
demonstration of human relationships through SNA
that help us to make sense of complex social network
to acknowledge its evolution and dynamic behavior
of social network to discover complex communication
patterns and characteristic features of networks [8].
Growth of social network can be understood accurately
by predicting the edges that will be created between
two nodes during some time intervals from time t
to future time t+1 and the dynamics which it holds
back from past [41]. For analyzing social network link

prediction is an important task in this information
and modern era, as link prediction research on social
behaviors of an individual or community can be helpful
in the quantitative and qualitative assessment of human
interaction also when people are engaging online
in virtual social world. Moreover the result of this
prediction algorithm and its methods can be applied
over a wide variety of applications such as molecular
biology, behavioral sciencesp, helpfulness prediction
[11][12][13][14], Contour Prediction [42],service QoS
prediction [29], predicting web page [22] and terrorism
and criminal investigations or in any commercial
businesses as mentioned earlier. Furthermore this can
be extended or changed to adapt different studies [25].
Link prediction is an important task in social network
analysis. Most of the similarity approaches uses global
and local features for the link prediction. However,
hybrid approaches are very few. In this study, we have
proposed an hybrid approach namely GLOS (which is
extension of our previous work [34]) and evaluated
local, global and hybrid based similarity approaches
for the links prediction. In the previous work, we have
proposed a similarity measure namely SAM, which uses
a local (i.e., neighbors) features for the link prediction.

In the next section, problem statement is dis-
cussed. In section 3, state-of-the-art similarity based
approaches are categorized and discussed. Section 4
represent the methodology and working detail of GLOS
approach for link prediction. In section 5, in terms
of accuracy, results about each similarity measures are
discussed. In the last section, conclusion is presented.

2. Problem Statement
Consider a social network as graph G(V , Et) at time
t, where V is the set of nodes in the graph i.e., V =
v1, v2, v3, ..., vn and Et corresponds to the set of edges
i.e., Et = e1, e2, e3, ..., en at time t. goal is to predict
which new edges are likely to become visible at time
t + 1 i.e., to predict the set of edges ei : eiεEt+1

⋂
ei 6 εEt .

Clearly, the assumption is that, there is no change in
the set of nodes V during time t1 and t + 1. In addition,
the graph G is unweighted and undirected. Hypothesis
in this study is that combination of both local and
global complex topological features are more powerful
predictors of link prediction than common neighbors
i.e., a shallow structural information. This study will be
helpful in the accurate prediction of future or missing
links in the graph.

2.1. Link Prediction Approaches Categorize
In the analysis of link prediction problem, there are
variety of ways to consider it; some of the researchers
treat this problem as a probabilistic where prediction
of the edge is deemed as estimating the probability
between two nodes in an undirected graph [25].
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While, some of the researchers treat this problem
as a classification where the prediction of the edges
considers the similarity score ranking between two
nodes [16]. These approaches are often categorized
into two groups, one is so-called network evolution
modeling, and other is named as feature based link
prediction. The previous one predicts the long run
edges of a network taking some well-known attributes
of social networks from Social Theory like the ability
law distribution and tiny world phenomenon [25].
Whereas feature based link prediction is principlaly
related to solve the supervised classification, while,
using a training set the task of classification is to predict
unknown nodes. Machine learning approaches are
considered to be highly associated with this approach
and may be extended into broader domains [2]. Figure
2 shows an outline of the listed the categorization
of the common link prediction techniques [4]. Hence,
the most instinctive solution for the link prediction
problem is similarity based techniques. The basic idea
behind this is the association of any node with the
graph which holds most similarity between nodes pair
if and only if it was not linked with the graph before.
Another technique Topology-Based Metrics being used
to solve problem of link prediction. In Addition, the
technique of social theory are generally considered to be
the primogenitor of link prediction problem. Generally,
these methods are based on the classical social analysis
method, and a few more smart ideas are presented in
next subsection.

It is worth mentioning that the learning based
method is totally different from other metrics. Till date,
node-based metrics and topology based metrics have
been constructed to take an account of similarities
between pairs of nodes and to generate a similarity
list. Eventually the prediction grades can be list
down in descending order. Although, the learning
based method deals with link evaluation problem
somewhat differently, and the main application of
recommendation system is very suitable for this kind
of method. This method of estimating correlation is
a binary classification problem [39]. Machine learning
models solve this problem by using model like classifier
and collaborative filtering[15]. The basic idea of node
pair in a graph is classified and correspond to using
features or can be regarded as labeled. Then if a pair
of nodes has high possibility to link will be labeled as
positive otherwise negative [39].

3. Similarity-Based Approaches
Similarity-based approaches believe that nodes attempt
to make links with other similar nodes [35]. These
approaches works on the hypothesis that the nodes
are similar if they need a standard connected node
or they need a shortest distance within the network.

A similarity function S(u, v) is employed by these
approaches which allocates similarity score to every
non-connected pair of nodes u and v. Finally, pair of
nodes sorted in descending order according similarity
score. A high score represents high probability that
nodes are linked near in an exceedingly future, while
low score shows that nodes would not be linked.

3.1. Node-Based
Similarity computation between pair of node is a
stimulating solution certain the task of link prediction.
It builds on the easy idea: Maximum the similarity
between a pair, the more chances a link between them.
The theory behind the computation of similarity is
very simple: two nodes will be connected with a link
if they have more similar parameters and attributes.
Interestingly, there is an old Chinese saying goes (i.e.,
birds of a feather flock together) which is entirely
in keeping with this idea. This reflects the very fact
that folks try and make relationship with those that
are similar in religions, language, educations, locations
and interest. This relationship will be measure by
computing similarity, where score (known as similarity
between u and v) is assigned to every pair of nodes
(u, v). A high similarity score means u and v will b
linked, while low similarity score means u and v would
not be linked.

In an exceedingly practical SN, a node (i.e., people)
has profile in online SN containing set of attributes like
gender, age, location, language, interest, bio, country
and city [25]. These attributes values is accustomed
compute similarity between pair of nodes. Most of your
time, these attributes are in textual form, where textual-
based similarities [40] are used. Discussing similarity
based approaches is against the aim of this study, reader
can read some comprehensive survey [35] within the
area of citation network, evaluated both textual and
topological similarity measures so as to predict the
link between research papers. Where, they need to use
profiles of research papers containing textual attributes
including title and abstract. Their observation is that
predicting link between nodes through topological
similarity is best than textual similarity. They also
observe that increasing text in attributes lowers the
similarity between nodes. Bhattacharyya et al. define
tree model with multiple categorize to review and
analyze the keywords of profiles, then compute distance
of keywords to search out similarity between users [17].
They need found that similarity between users is sort
of equal apart from direct friends. Additionally, the
maximum amount as keywords and friends increased,
similarity between users decreased.

Akcora et al. observe that the majority of the user
profiles don’t seem to be publicly available in current
social networks or missing [5]. Keeping this limitation
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Figure 2. Link Prediction Categorize

in mind, they devise a technique that before computing
users similarity, estimate the portion of missing values
of profile [19]. Anderson et al. use the commonality
of users interest to live similarity ([18]. Users interests
are actions that user takes, like asking question, editing
article, reading blog and bookmark items. of these
actions taken by user is represented as vector, and
users similarity is that the cosine between action
vectors. Samad et. al, within the context of face-to-
face contact networks, evaluate six different social
attributes so as to predict the link [33]. They need found
that, language and country are such attributes that
plays a crucial role connected prediction. They need
observed that individuals tend to contact those that
are similar in language and country. Last, actions and
attributes are mostly employed in node-based similarity
approaches. These actions and attributes reflect the
private behaviors and interests. Just in case of getting
social attributes and behaviors, node based approaches
are useful [1].

3.2. Topological-Based
There are many type of metrics exist to compute
similarity between two nodes even without node
or edge attributes. These metrics used topological

information and known as topological-based measures.
node-based approaches considers many attributes to
work, while, topology-based approaches that are to be
discussing in this section do not need any parameters
or attributes of the edges and nodes. It had been named
as topological-based methods as these methods requires
only topological information instead of the information
of nodes and edges [9]. There are many topology-
based metrics proposed in the last few decades. Here,
a general description of some of the most popular
topological-based metrics are provided in the realm of
link prediction problem. Based on the characteristics of
these metrics, normally they can be divided into three
categories namely neighbor-based metrics, path-based
metrics, and random-walk-based metrics [9]. These
metrics are categorized into local and global metrics.

Local Similarity Measures. In a SN, to estimate the sim-
ilarity of each node with other nodes, local similarity-
based methods rely on structural information like
neighborhood. These methods are faster, effective and
highly parallelizable as compare to nonlocal methods.
Moreover, local methods enable us to adequately deal
with link prediction issue in changing and dynamic net-
works like online SN [10]. The primary defect of these
methods is that local information (such neighborhood)
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restricts nodes to find contacts within neighbors of
neighbors. In real world networks, it is shown that many
connections between nodes are formed at greater dis-
tance (i.e., more than two). Nevertheless, local methods
have shown competitive prediction results as compare
to complex methods. In addition, it is noticeable that,
although these approaches are restricted to two-hop,
their time complexity is O(xk2f (m)), where O(xk2) is
spatial complexity and f (m) is similarity computing.
Table 1 shows the standard notations for link prediction
used in this study.

Table 1. Common Notations used in the Link Prediction
approaches

Description Notation

Set of Neighbors of node x Γ (x)
Set of Neighbors of node y Γ (y)
Number of neighborhood of node x |Γ (x)|
Number of neighborhood of node y |Γ (y)|

• Common Neighbors (CN): This [27] is the most
simplest and famous method to predict links in
the network. It is considered as basics of all
similarity-based methods as many as other had
been derived from it. For a pair of nodes (x, y),
the number of neighbors that both x and y have
to interact with CN. The larger the amount of
common neighbors the higher likelihood that
x and y will be connected in the future. The
Equation is as follows 1.

CN (u, v) = |Γu
⋂

Γ v| (1)

Since common neighbor is not normalized, some-
times it can only reflect the relative similari-
ties between a node pair. Therefore many other
neighbor-based methods consider how to normal-
ize the common neighbors as an improvement of
the method as shown below.

• Jaccard Coefficient: Jaccard Coefficient is known
as Jaccard Index, and is basically the normalizes
the similarity score of common neighbors by
considering intersection over union [20]. For
similarity of two nodes u and v, it take in account
the common neighbors and total neighbors of
both nodes. Besides, Liben et al. showed that
Jaccard produced worst results as compare to
common neighbors. It can be defined as in
Equation 2:

JC(u, v) =
|Γ (u)

⋂
Γ (v)|

|Γ (u)
⋃

Γ (v)|
(2)

• SAM: This method is recently published by [34].
This works on the simple idea that both nodes

have their own similarity, i.e., it is possible that
one node is 100% similar to another node, but at
the same time other node is not similar as first
node. SAM similarity can be defined as Equation
3.

SAM(u, v) =

|Γ (u)
⋂

Γ (v)|
|Γ (u)| + |Γ (u)

⋂
Γ (v)|

|Γ (v)|

2
(3)

• Adamic Adar(AA): Initially, this method was
proposed to find similarity among two pages
[3]. Later, Liben et al. [25] used the customize
version for link prediction problem as shown
in Equation 4. In fact, this measure torches the
common neighbors along with high degree. It can
be defined as in Equation 4.

AA(u, v) =
∑

z∈Γ (u)
⋂

Γ (v)

1
log |Γ (z)|

(4)

• Resource Allocation(RA): This measure is
inspired by the process of resource allocation in
operating systems. Resource allocation is same
as adamic adar, but it gives more punishment to
common neighbors along with high degree [43].
This is why, both resource allocation and adamic
adar have close results. Its foremost feature is that
it considers neighbors of neighbors along with
direct neighbors. It is defined as in Equation 5.

RA(u, v) =
∑

z∈Γ (u)
⋂

Γ (v)

1
|Γ (z)|

(5)

• Preferential Attachment(PA): This method is
proposed by Barbasi et al. [7]. Its main feature
is new node will be connected with node having
high degree instead of node with low degree.
Method can be defined as in Equation 6.

PA(u, v) = |Γ (u)| · |Γ (v)| (6)

• Sorenson Index(SI): This method was proposed
by Thorvald Sorensen to find similarity between
data samples of ecological community [38]. The
foremost objective of this method is to motivate
the lower degree nodes in order to find their links.
Similarity can be computed as in Equation 7.

SI(u, v) =
|Γ (u)

⋂
Γ (v)|

|Γ (u) + Γ (v)|
(7)

• Salton Cosine(SC): This method is also known as
cosine similarity [31]. This method is similar as
Sørensen Index and Jaccard Index. Through some
studies, it is found that value produces by Salton
Cosine is twice the Jaccard Index . Value can be
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computed as in Equation 8.

SC(u, v) =
|Γ (u)

⋂
Γ (v)|√

|Γ (u) · Γ (v)|
(8)

• Hub Promoted (HP): Hub Promoted measure
proposed by Ravasz et al. during the study
of metabolic network [30]. It defines overlap
between nodes u and v on the base of topology.
Similarity computation defined as in Equation 9.

HP (u, v) =
|Γ (u)

⋂
Γ (v)|

Min(|Γ (u)|, |Γ (v)|)
(9)

• Hub Depressed (HD): This measure is same
as Hub Promoted, but the similarity value can
be computed by nodes with higher degree [44].
Similarity can be defined as in Equation 10.

HD(u, v) =
|Γ (u)

⋂
Γ (v)|

Max(|Γ (u)|, |Γ (v)|)
(10)

• Leicht-Holme-Nerman(LHN): This measure
assigns high similarity score to pair of nodes
with more common neighbors [23]. This method
takes in account the number of actual paths
and number of expected paths of length two
between two nodes. The authors claimed that it is
more sensitive than others in terms of structural
equivalence. Similarity can be computed as in
Equation 11.

LHN (u, v) =
|Γ (u)

⋂
Γ (v)|

|Γ (u)| · |Γ (v)|
(11)

Global Similarity Measures. In order to estimate the
similarity between pair of nodes, global similarity-
based methods rely on whole structure of network
[25]. These methods are not restricted to two node
distance as local methods, however, their complexity
make them impractical for large networks. In addition,
their parallelization is more complex as whole topology
of network may not be known by computational agent.
Regardless, they shows very diverse time complexities,
O(k2) is their spatial complexity as they store similarity
score of each pair. Global similarity-based methods are
further categorized into path-based and random walk.

Besides neighbors and nodes information, path is
another feature that can be used to estimate similarity
between nodes, and this feature is used in path-based
methods. Similarity approaches are as follows:

• Katz: this method [21] is based on ensemble
of all paths between two nodes. The paths are
damped exponentially by length that can give
more importance to shorter paths. The expression

is defined as in Equation 12.

Katz(u, v) =
∞∑
k=1

βk · |pathku,v | = βA + β2A2 + β3A3 + .....

(12)
Where, |pathku,v | represents all paths of length k
that are connecting x and y, and β is the damping
factor that is controlling the weights of all paths.
In case of very small β, Katz method behaves like
Common Neighbors, since short paths perform
extra ordinary in final similarity.

• Friend Link: This method finds similarity by
traversing all the paths [28]. It works on the
hypothesis that social network users can use all
the paths between them. Therefore, similarity
between pair of nodes u and v can be estimated
as in Equation 13.

FL(u, v) =
l∑
i=1

1
i − 1

·
|pathiu,v |∏i
j=2(n − j)

(13)

Where, n is the size of network, l is the path
length between x and y, |pathiu,v | denotes all paths
between x and y with l length. In addition, higher
l will cause for the poor performance.

Hybrid Similarity Measures. Hybrid approaches are
those kinds of link prediction approaches that uses the
global as well as local features simultaneously. To the
best of my knowledge, there are very few studies found
in the literature that uses the global and local features
in the similarity computation. The hybrid approaches
are as follows:

• Parameter-Free (PF): The parameter-free link
prediction hybrid approach is proposed by [6].
In this metric they have used the path as global
and neighborhood as local feature. They consider
the number of paths between two nodes x and y.
According to them, two persons can contact near
in the future if they have more number of paths
between them. The similarity using parameter-
free approach can be computed as follows 14.

FL(u, v) =
|P athlength≤lxy |
|Γ (x)| + |Γ (y)| + 1

(14)

Where,

– |P athlength≤lxy | is the number of simple paths
between two nodes x and y of length l,

– Γ (y) represents the number of direct neigh-
bors of node y.
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4. Research Methodology
Numerous existing world domains can be describe
by using networks, where nodes represent individuals
and links show connection or relation between nodes
(Huang et al., 2014). Example of an Email System like
Enron contains 250,000 emails that connect 28,000
people, while in a single day AT&T a telephone
call network records 355 million people for making
275 million calls. Lastly, co-authorship events in the
research publications networks interprets over 770,000
authors of 730,000 research papers as cite seer archives.

Social networks are very dynamics in nature as new
edges and nodes are added to graph at any time [37].
Social network Analysis has attracted majority of the
researchers from various fields as it become a hot topic.
Nowadays SNA highly depends on link prediction, also
it is serving many other different domains with its
applications. From the past decade, majority of the
researcher showing the great interest the social network
in the way in it is represented in a graphical form
and the approach to predict the graph topology and
similarity of the nodes [32]. This chapter discussed
the detailed methodology of proposed technique for
link prediction. In our proposed approach, local as
well as global features have been utilized to find the
similarity between pair of nodes. Furthermore, the
results have been verified using five different dataset
(i.e., Astro, GrQc, CondMat, HepTh, HepPh) [24]. To
check the accuracy of proposed technique, accuracy
measure has been used. Figure 3 shows a graphical
representation of the methodology. Detail about each
part of methodology is given below.

4.1. Dataset Description
In order to evaluate the link prediction algorithms
based on a similarity measure, we have conducted the
experiments on five collaboration network datasets. The
description of the used networks is as follows:

• Astro: Arvix the Astro-PH (Astro Physics) coop-
eration network is taken from e-print arxiv as
it cover all scientific collaboration between the
authorś papers presented in the Astro-physics cat-
egory. If the author i is the co-author of an article
with another author j, the edge in graph be an
undirected link from I to j. if the paper is written
in collaboration with k authors, it creates a fully
integrated (sub) graph on the k nodes. Data refers
to documents from January 1993 to April 2003
(124 months). It begins in a few months after the
launch of the Arvix and thus basically represents
the entire history of its Astro-PH division.

• GrQc: Arvix the GR-QC (General Relative and
Quantum Cosmology) cooperation network is
taken from e-print arxiv as it cover all scientific

collaboration between the authorś papers pre-
sented in the General Relative and Quantum Cos-
mology category. If the author i is the co-author
of an article with another author j, the edge in
graph be an undirected link from I to j. if the
paper is written in collaboration with k authors,
it creates a fully integrated (sub) graph on the
k nodes. Data refers to documents from January
1993 to April 2003 (124 months). It begins in a
few months after the launch of the Arvix and thus
basically represents the entire history of its GR-
QC division.

• CondMat: Arvix the COND-MAT (Condense
Problem Physics) cooperation network is taken
from e-print arxiv as it cover all scientific col-
laboration between the authorś papers presented
in the Condense Problem Physics category. If the
author i is the co-author of an article with another
author j, the edge in graph be an undirected link
from I to j. if the paper is written in collaboration
with k authors, it creates a fully integrated (sub)
graph on the k nodes. Data refers to documents
from January 1993 to April 2003 (124 months).
It begins in a few months after the launch of
the Arvix and thus basically represents the entire
history of its COND-MAT division.

• HepPh: Arvix the Hep-PH (High Energy Physics
- Phenomenology) cooperation network is taken
from e-print arxiv as it cover all scientific collab-
oration between the authorś papers presented in
High Energy Physics Phenomenology category. If
the author i is the co-author of an article with
another author j, the edge in graph be an undi-
rected link from I to j. if the paper is written
in collaboration with k authors, it creates a fully
integrated (sub) graph on the k nodes. Data refers
to documents from January 1993 to April 2003
(124 months). It begins in a few months after the
launch of the Arvix and thus basically represents
the entire history of its Hep-PH division.

• HepTh: Arvix the Hep-TH (High Energy Physics-
Theory) cooperation network is taken from e-
print arxiv as it cover all scientific collaboration
between the authorś papers presented in High
Energy Physics Theory category. If the author i
is the co-author of an article with another author
j, the edge in graph be an undirected link from
I to j. if the paper is written in collaboration
with k authors, it creates a fully integrated (sub)
graph on the k nodes. Data refers to documents
from January 1993 to April 2003 (124 months).
It begins in a few months after the launch of
the Arvix and thus basically represents the entire
history of its Hep-TH division.
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Figure 3. Research Methodology Diagram

In this way, all datasets are converted into excel format.
Finally, the excel file is further used as a network in the
experiments. A detailed statistics about each dataset are
given in Table 2.

4.2. Pre-Processing

The datasets were received in the form of text
file containing edge list of the network. Initially,
transformed the dataset from text file into excel sheet
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Table 2. Statistics of all dataset used in the research

Description Astro CondMat GrQc HepTh HepPh

Nodes 18772 23133 5242 12008 9877
Edges 198110 93497 14496 118521 25998
Nodes in largest WCC 17903 21363 4158 11204 8638
Edges in largest WCC 197031 91342 13428 117649 24827
Nodes in largest SCC 17903 21363 4158 11204 8638
Edges in largest SCC 197031 91342 13428 117649 24827
Average Clustering Coeffi-
cient

0.6306 0.6334 0.5296 0.6115 0.4714

Number of Triangles 1351441 173361 48260 3358499 28339
Fraction of Closed Triangles 0.1345 0.107 0.3619 0.3923 0.1168
Diameter 14 14 17 13 17

to make it easy for graph construction. Initially, the
version of datasets recieved in the form of multiple
edges between a pair of nodes (as example shown
in Figure 4(A)). In graph theory, multiple edges (also
called parallel edges or a multi-edge), are, in an
undirected graph, two or more edges that are incident
to the same two vertices, or in a directed graph, two or
more edges with both the same tail vertex and the same
head vertex. These multiple edges considered as noise
in similarity computation. On the other hand, a simple
graph has no multiple edges. Therefore, in the next step,
I have simplified the dataset into simple graph without
having multiple edges (as an example shown in Figure
4(B)).

4.3. Graph Construction

In this study, five commonly used datasets (i.e., Astro,
GrQc, CondMat, HepTh and HepPh) are being used.
To construct the graphs of these datasets, the R tool is
used which supports the igraph library. By importing
excel files containing edge lists; the edge list placed in
the graph construction function supported by Igraph
library. After graph construction, five different network
graphs obtained. As an example, Figure 3 represents the
edge list, while, Figure 5 shows the graph constructed
from the edge list.

4.4. Edge Lists Generation

In the previous section, a graph G = (V , E) have been
constructed from datasets (i.e., Astro, GrQc, CondMat,
HepTh, HepPh), where V represents the set of nodes
and E represents the set of edges. G is a simple graph
i.e., no multiple edges or loop allowed. From the graph
G of Astro dataset, here we defined three different
subset of E such that ER will be the remaining edges
of G, E10 will be the 1000 random edges of G, E15 will
be the 1500 random edges ofG and E20 will be the 2000

random edges of G.

E = ER
⋃

E10

E = ER
⋃

E15

E = ER
⋃

E20

All these set of edges (I.e., E10, E15 and E20) will be
used as ground truth in link prediction. Furthermore,
we will remove these subsets (I.e., E10, E15 and E20)
of edges one by one from the original graph G in order
to make another partial graph Gpar for each subset of
edges. Graph Gpar will be then used as a social network
upon which similarity measures will be applied in order
to compute similarity between each pair of nodes.

4.5. Proposed Approach (GLOS)

Introducing a new link prediction approach to
demonstrate similarity among pair of nodes. Let a
graph G have two nodes x and y; S(x, y) calculates the
similarity between x and y. Chances of the formation
of link between x and y depends on their similarity
value at the current time t. In this approach the main
focuss is the number of paths between a pair of nodes
and their neighborhood that contribute to provide the
path between them. Let u and v be two users in the
social network, u and v will interact if there are high
number of paths between them and high, and then,
there will be a chance that they will be connected in
the future. In addition, let node x has k units to share
with his neighbors, then each neighbor will get k(x),
that is to say, the higher the degree (number of friends)
on the network, the lower the number of units they
will receive from the node x. This is why the proposed
metric diminishes the role of nodes with high degree.
The similarity S(x, y) between two nodes x and y is
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Figure 4. Example of graph with multiple edges and without multiple edges.

Figure 5. Example of Graph construction through edge list

defined as follows 15:

GLOS(u, v) =
|P athkx,y |

Γ (x)
⋂
σ (z)P athkx,y

+
|P athkx,y |

Γ (y)
⋂
σ (z)P athkx,y

(15)
Where,

• |P athkx,y | represents the count of simple paths of
length k between two nodes x and y,

• σ (z)P athkx,y represents the number of neighbors that
are participating in the paths,

• k represents the path length,

• |Γ (x)| represents the length of neighbors of node x,

• |Γ (y)| represents the length of neighbors of node y.

4.6. Similarity Computation
Similarity considers as great subject in human history
since a long time ago. Even before machines invented,
humans have been found in looking for similarity in
everything. Similarity computation is the process of
compute similarity of items and then to choose the most
similar set of items. The simple and basic idea, that is
consider by the majority of researchers, in similarity
computation between two objects u and v is to first
make a list of properties which belongs to these objects
and then to apply a similarity computation technique to
determine the similarity of u and v. Here, in this thesis,
similarity between papers is computed on textual as
well as topological parameters.

Path-Based. Path-based similarity is considers the path
length between two nodes in graph. It uses the simple
strategy: the pair of node will be similar if there are
the more number of shortest paths between them, and
vice versa. It can be computed by the similarity, where,
each non-connected pair of nodes (u, v is assigned a
score signifying similarity between u and v. A high
score indicates high probability that u will connect to
v, while a low score also indicates high probability
that u will not connect v. Therefore, using the rank of
similarity scores, we can predict and recommend users
for a friendship, talk, or any other relation. In a network
graph, nodes can have many paths of different lengths.
Here, path between nodes is known as a global feature
within a graph.

Neighbor-Based. Neighbor-based similarity is a sim-
plest approach to find similarity for the prediction
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of link. It considers the neighborhood of the pair of
nodes. The idea behind the neighbor-based similarity
is that the more similar the pair is the more number
of common neighbors between them, and vice versa. It
also can be measured by the similarity, in which each
non-connected pair of nodes (u, v) is assigned a score
signifying similarity between u and v. Where, a high
score represents high chances that there will be a link
between u and v, while a low score also indicates high
chances that there will be no link between u and v.
Here, the neighbor of the node is known as a local
feature of the node within a graph.

Hybrid. Majority of the studies, found in the literature,
worked with global features (i.e., path) or local features
(i.e., neighbors) separately. However, very few studies
found which promoted the way of combining global
and local features for similarity computation. The idea
behind the hybrid approach is that the more similar
the pair is the more number of common neighbors and
paths between them. This thesis evaluated the both
local and global features in order to predict the links.
Moreover, a hybrid approach by combining local and
global features is also proposed as shown in Equation
15.

4.7. Evaluation
In order to evaluate the proposed technique, accuracy
measure is used. Model Accuracy is the ratio of number
of correct predictions to the total number of input
samples. Here in this thesis, the input is edges of the
citation graph.

Accuracy. For the evaluation a model devised to
compute the accuracy score between real graph and
predicted graph. The accuracy score for the predicted
graph Gp and real graph Gr is calculated using
following the Equation 4.

Accuracy = 1 −
E(Gr) + E(Gp − 2E(Gr

⋂
Gp)

Max(E(Gr), E(Gp))
(16)

Where,

• E represents the Edges of the citation graph,

• Gr is the original social network graph,

• Gp is the predicted social network graph,

• Max function will return the maximum number of
edges from original and predicted social network
graph.

Consider a graph Original in Figure 6. Let suppose
the edge between A and C is removed in order to
predict it again. After applying similarity, the graph A
is predicted. As all the removed edges predicted, the

accuracy of Predicted graph A will be 1 as follows.

Ac(A) =
4 + 4 − 2(4)

4
= 1

Similarly, suppose after applying similarity, the graph
B predicted. Here, the removed edges could not
predicted, the accuracy of graph B will be 0.75 as
follows.

Ac(B) =
4 + 3 − 2(3)

4
= 0.75

5. Results and Discussion
5.1. Experimental Section
The experiments according to the methodology (as
discussed in the previous chapter) are performed step-
by-step. For the experiments, 5 different co-authors
dataset (i.e. GrQc, Astro, CondMat, HepTh and HepPh)
from the e-print arXiv are used. Initially, these dataset
were contains the edge lists in the form of text file
(.txt). First, the initial step was to copied these edge
lists from text file into excel file manually. These edge
lists contained edges i.e., two authors i and j, co-author
a the edge lists shows a undirected edge from i to j.
Secondly, the excel files of 5 dataset are imported in the
R tool and created the graphs through Igraph library.
After creation the graph, applied preprocessing steps
including removal of duplicate edges and loops. Further
these graphs have used in the link prediction analysis.
Thirdly, a graph picked and extracted randomly 3
different set (i.e.,the first list consisted of 1000edges,
the second 1500 and the third 2000) of edge list
in order to predict these edges through similarity
measures and made partial graph by removing these
edges from original graph. Similarly, the edges picked
for all dataset. Fourth, the similarity measures applied
on partial graph by computing the similarity between
edges that are extracted earlier. Finally, the thresholds
applied and the accuracy computed for each similarity
measure on each graph.

5.2. Similarity Computation
As discussed above, 15 different edge lists have
extracted from 5 dataset and used for the similarity
computation on partial graphs. For the similarity
computation, local, global and hybrid similarity
measures are used. Where, local similarity measures
uses the local information such as neighbors, global
similarity measures uses the global information such
as path and random walk and hybrid similarity
measures uses the global and local information such
as combination of neighbor and path. Furthermore, the
similarity through proposed technique GLOS is also
computed. In the end, thresholds are applied on the
similarity scores and predicted the edges.
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Figure 6. Accuracy Measure Example

Astro Dataset. This section presented the results of
Astro dataset, from which, 3 different set of edge lists
(i.e., Astro-1000, Astro-1500 & Astro-2000) extracted.
After the extraction of these edge lists, these edges
removed from the original graph and made partial
graph upon which similarity measures (i.e., Hybrid,
Global & Local) applied and computed the similarity
between extracted edges. After applying the thresholds
on similarity scores, the prediction accuracy of
similarity measures are shown in Figures 7, 8 and 9.
Where, Figure 7 shows the result of first edge list (i.e.,
Astro-1000) from Astro dataset. In Figure 7, pattern
of the bars shows the thresholds (i.e., 0.2, 0.4, 0.6
and 0.8); similarity measures are shown on X-axis and
on the Y-axis, accuracy of the similarity measures is
shown. Furthermore, the X-axis is divided into three
sections. Where, Hybrid section represents the hybrid
similarity measures, Global section represents the
global similarity measures and Local section represents
the local similarity measures. And the same pattern
is followed in all the remaining figures. The resultant
thresholds shown that the highest accuracy is achieved
at threshold 0.2. Where, both hybrid approaches GLOS
and PF succeed in getting accuracy 1. On the other
hand, at threshold 0.2, from the Local approaches AA,
SAM, SI, SC and PD achieved highest accuracy by 0.848.
Similarly, at threshold 0.2, from the Global approaches,
both Katz and FL obtained highest accuracy by 0.832.
At threshold 0.4, the hybrid approach GLOS achieved
highest accuracy by 0.989 and global approaches Katz
and FL achieved the lowest accuracy by 0.571. However,
at threshold 0.4, local approaches performed better
than global approaches, where, HP obtained the highest
accuracy by 0.825. At threshold 0.6, again hybrid
approach GLOS obtained highest accuracy and global
approaches could not performed well. The main and
interesting thing which can be seen in Figure 1 is the
GLOS similarity. In case of all the thresholds, except
0.8, GLOS outperformed than rest of the similarity
measures. While, at the threshold 0.8, local approach
HP obtained highest results by 0.703 and hybrid
approach GLOS achieved the second highest results by

0.669. Result of second edge list Astro-1500 is shown
in Figure 8. Compared to the previous edge list Astro-
1000, almost all the similarity measures improved
their results here. GLOS is the only measures who
performed well at all thresholds except 0.8, where,
HP outperformed than other. At threshold 0.2, hybrid
approaches GLOS and PF obtained accuracy 1, both
global approaches Katz and FL achieved 0.767 and local
approach AA succeeded in getting 0.861. Similarly,
at threshold 0.2, hybrid approaches GLOS and PF
achieved the highest accuracy and global approaches
Katz and FL obtained the lowest accuracy. Moreover,
at threshold 0.4, hybrid approach GLOS achieved the
highest result by 0.986 and global approaches Katz and
FL obtained the lowest accuracy by 0.541. Likewise,
at threshold 0.6, again highest accuracy achieved by
GLOS and both global approaches (i.e., Katz and FL)
obtained the lowest accuracy. However, at threshold
0.8, hybrid approach GLOS could not perform well
and obtained only 0.657, while, local approach HP
succeeded in getting the high accuracy by 0.727. At
threshold 0.8, global approaches Katz and FL were the
only who obtained the lowest accuracy by 0.358. Figure
9 showing the result of third edge list Astro-2000 from
Astro dataset. At threshold 0.2, the hybrid approaches
GLOS and PF obtained the highest accuracy by 1 and
global approaches Katz and FL succeeded in getting
the lowest accuracy by 0.763. Similarly, at threshold
0.4, again hybrid approach GLOS obtained the highest
accuracy by 0.985, while, global approaches Katz and
FL achieved the lowest results by 0.539. On the other
hand, at threshold 0.6, local approach LHN performed
better than rest of the local and global approaches,
where, LHN obtained accuracy 0.764. Similarly, at
threshold 0.8, Local approach obtained the highest
score by 0.725, while, RA obtained the second highest
accuracy by 0.761. Overall, the performance of GLOS
was better than rest of the approaches. Moreover, a
detailed stats about accuracy on Astro dataset are
presented in Table 3.

CondMat Dataset. Here, the results of ContMat dataset
are presented, from which, three different set of
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Figure 7. Comparisons of similarity measures on Astro-1000 edge list from Astro dataset

Figure 8. Comparisons of similarity measures on Astro-1500 edge list from Astro dataset

edge lists (i.e., ContMat -1000, ContMat -1500 &
ContMat -2000) have extracted. In order to predict
these edges, the edges from the original graph are
removed and made partial graph upon which similarity
measures (i.e., Hybrid, Global & Local) are applied
and computed the similarity between these edges.
Further the thresholds on similarity scores are applied,
and presented the prediction accuracy of similarity
measures in Figures 10, 11 and 12. Where, Figure
13 shows the result of first edge list (i.e., ContMat -
1000) from ContMat dataset. In Figure 10, pattern of
the bars shows the thresholds, similarity measures are
shown on X-axis and accuracy of similarity measures
is shown on Y-axis. And the same pattern is followed
in all the remaining figures of ContMat dataset. At
threshold 0.2, the highest accuracy achieved, while, the

lowest accuracy is achieved at threshold 0.8. Where,
at threshold 0.2, both hybrid approaches GLOS and
PF succeed in getting accuracy 1. On the other hand,
at threshold 0.2, from the Local approaches SAM, SC
and PD achieved highest accuracy by 0.929. Similarly,
at threshold 0.2, from the Global approaches, both
Katz and FL obtained highest accuracy by 0.807. At
threshold 0.4, the hybrid approach GLOS achieved
highest accuracy by 0.998 and local approach PA
achieved the lowest accuracy by 0.402. However, at
threshold 0.4, rest of the local approaches performed
better than global approaches, where, HP obtained
the highest accuracy by 0.829. At threshold 0.6, again
hybrid approach GLOS obtained highest accuracy by
0.971 and local approach PA could not perform well
and obtained 0.319. The main and interesting thing
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Figure 9. Comparisons of similarity measures on Astro-2000 edge list from Astro dataset

Table 3. The table presents the results of accuracy on Astro Dataset. Where, (T) represents the threshold, High represents the
similarity measures obtaining highest accuracy, 2nd High corresponds to the similarity measures obtained second highest accuracy
and low represents the similarity measures obtained lowest accuracy. The red color shows the Global approaches, the blue color shows
the Local approaches and the green color shows the Hybrid approaches.

Edge List (T) High 2nd High Low

Astro-1000

0.2 GLOS/PF AA/SAM/SI/SC/PD FL/KATZ
0.4 GLOS PF FL/KATZ
0.6 GLOS LHN FL/KATZ
0.8 HP GLOS FL/KATZ

Astro-1500

0.2 GLOS/PF AA FL/KATZ
0.4 GLOS PF FL/KATZ
0.6 GLOS HP FL/KATZ
0.8 HP RA FL/KATZ

Astro-2000

0.2 GLOS/PF PD/HP/SC/SI/SAM FL/KATZ
0.4 GLOS PF FL/KATZ
0.6 GLOS LHN FL/KATZ
0.8 HP RA FL/KATZ

which can be seen in Figure 10 is the GLOS similarity.
In case of all the thresholds, GLOS outperformed
than rest of the similarity measures. As compared to
the previous dataset, GLOS improved the accuracy,
while, local approach PA degraded its results. While,
at the threshold 0.8, hybrid approach GLOS obtained
the highest accuracy by 0.780 and local approach HP
achieved the second highest results by 0.646. Figure 11
showing the result of second edge list ContMat -1500
from ContMat dataset. Compared to the previous Astro
dataset, almost all the similarity measures improved
their results here; however, local approach PA reduced
its results. GLOS is the only measures who performed
well at all thresholds, while, PA obtained low accuracy
than other similarity measures. At threshold 0.2, hybrid

approaches GLOS and PF obtained accuracy 1, both
global approaches Katz and FL achieved 0.804 and
local approach SAM succeeded in getting the high
accuracy by 0.861 than rest of the local approaches.
Similarly, at threshold 0.2, hybrid approaches GLOS
and PF achieved the highest accuracy and local
approach PA obtained the lowest accuracy. Moreover,
at threshold 0.4, hybrid approach GLOS achieved the
highest result by 0.999 and local approach PA obtained
the lowest accuracy by 0.427. On the other hand, at
threshold 0.4, global approaches Katz and FL obtained
the second lowest accuracy by 0.499. Likewise, at
threshold 0.6, again highest accuracy achieved by GLOS
and local approach PA obtained the lowest accuracy.
Overall, at all the thresholds, hybrid approach GLOS
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Figure 10. Comparisons of similarity measures on CondMat-1000 edge list from CondMat dataset

outperformed than others and PA degraded its results
by obtaining lowest accuracy. At threshold 0.8, hybrid
approach GLOS performed well and obtained only
0.759, while, local approach SAM obtained the second
highest accuracy by 0.618. On the other hand, at
threshold 0.8, local approach PA was the only similarity
measure who obtained the lowest accuracy by 0.283.
Figure 12 showing the result of third edge list ContMat
-2000 from ContMat dataset. At threshold 0.2, the
hybrid approaches GLOS and PF obtained the highest
accuracy by 1 and local approach PA succeeded in
getting the lowest accuracy by 0.579. Similarly, at
threshold 0.4, the hybrid approach GLOS obtained the
highest accuracy by 0.998, while, global local approach
PA achieved the lowest results by 0.415. On the other
hand, at threshold 0.6, local approach SAM performed
better than rest of the local and global approaches,
where, LHN obtained accuracy 0.738. Similarly, at
threshold 0.8, hybrid approach GLOS obtained the
highest score by 0.775, while, HP obtained the second
highest accuracy by 0.648. Overall, the performance of
GLOS was better than rest of the approaches. Detailed
about accuracy on CondMat dataset is presented in
Table 4.

GrQc Dataset. Here, the results of GrQc dataset are
presented, from which, three different set of edge lists
(i.e., GrQc-1000, GrQc -1500 & GrQc -2000) have used
for the prediction. In order to predict these edges,
the edges from the original graph are removed and
made partial graph upon which different types of
similarity measures (i.e., Hybrid, Global & Local) are
applied and computed the similarity between these
edges. After that the thresholds on similarity scores
are applied, and presented the prediction accuracy of
similarity measures in Figures 13, 14 and 15. Where,
Figure 13 shows the result of first edge list (i.e., GrQc

-1000) from GrQc dataset. In Figure 13, pattern of
the bars shows the thresholds, similarity measures are
shown on X-axis and accuracy of similarity measures
is shown on Y-axis. And the same pattern is followed
in all the remaining figures of GrQc dataset. At
threshold 0.2, the highest accuracy achieved, while, the
lowest accuracy is achieved at threshold 0.8. Where, at
threshold 0.2, both hybrid approaches GLOS obtained
the maximum accuracy by 1. On the other hand, at
threshold 0.2, from the Local approach HP achieved
the highest accuracy by 0.868. Similarly, at threshold
0.2, from the Global approaches, both Katz and FL
obtained accuracy by 0.350. At threshold 0.4, the hybrid
approach GLOS achieved highest accuracy by 0.991
and global approaches Katz and FL achieved the lowest
accuracy by 0.307. However, at threshold 0.4, the local
approaches performed better than global approaches,
where, SAM obtained the highest accuracy by 0.797. At
threshold 0.6, again hybrid approach GLOS obtained
highest accuracy by 0.890 and global approaches Katz
and FL could not perform well and obtained 0.275. The
main and interesting thing which can be seen in Figure
7 is the GLOS similarity. In case of all the thresholds,
except threshold 0.8, GLOS outperformed than rest of
the similarity measures. At threshold 0.8, our proposed
approach GLOS could not perform well and obtained
accuracy by 0.563. On the other hand, at threshold
0.8, HP obtained the highest accuracy by 0.694. As
compared to the previous dataset, GLOS maintained
its accuracy, while, global approaches degraded its
results. Surprisingly, the hybrid approach PF degraded
its results for the thresholds 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8. Overall,
at the threshold 0.8, local approach HP obtained the
highest accuracy by 0.694 and global approaches Katz
and FL obtained lowest results by 0.260.
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Figure 11. Comparisons of similarity measures on CondMat-1500 edge list from CondMat dataset

Figure 12. Comparisons of similarity measures on CondMat-2000 edge list from CondMat dataset

Figure 14 showing the result of second edge list
GrQc-1500 from GrQc dataset. Compared to the previ-
ous CondMat dataset, almost all the similarity measures
degraded their results here. GLOS is the only measures
who performed well at all thresholds except 0.8, while,
global approaches Katz and FL obtained lowest accu-
racy than other similarity measures. At threshold 0.2,
hybrid approach GLOS obtained accuracy 0.999, both
global approaches Katz and FL achieved 0.767 and local
approach SAM succeeded in getting the high accuracy
by 0.861 than rest of the local approaches. Similarly,
at threshold 0.2, hybrid approach GLOS achieved the
highest accuracy and global approaches Katz and FL
obtained the lowest accuracy. Moreover, at threshold
0.4, hybrid approach GLOS achieved the highest result

by 0.987 and global approaches Katz and FL obtained
the lowest accuracy by 0.308. On the other hand, at
threshold 0.4, local approach PA obtained the second
lowest accuracy by 0.375. Likewise, at threshold 0.6,
again highest accuracy achieved by GLOS and global
approaches Katz and FL obtained the lowest accuracy.
Overall, at all the thresholds, except threshold 0.8,
hybrid approach GLOS outperformed than others and
global approaches Katz and FL degraded its results
by obtaining lowest accuracy. At threshold 0.8, local
approach HP performed well and obtained only 0.689,
while, local approach SAM obtained the second highest
accuracy by 0.584.

Figure 15 showing the result of third edge list GrQc-
2000 from GrQc dataset. At threshold 0.2, the hybrid
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Table 4. The table presents the results of accuracy on CondMat Dataset. Where, (T) represents the threshold, High represents the
similarity measures obtaining highest accuracy, 2nd High corresponds to the similarity measures obtained second highest accuracy
and low represents the similarity measures obtained lowest accuracy. The red color shows the Global approaches, the blue color shows
the Local approaches and the green color shows the Hybrid approaches.

Edge List (T) High 2nd High Low

CondMat-1000

0.2 GLOS/PF SAM/SC/PD PA
0.4 GLOS PF PA
0.6 GLOS HP PA
0.8 GLOS HP PA

CondMat-1500

0.2 GLOS/PF AA PA
0.4 GLOS PF PA
0.6 GLOS SAM PA
0.8 GLOS HP PA

CondMat-2000

0.2 GLOS/PF PD/HP/SC/SI/SAM PA
0.4 GLOS PF PA
0.6 GLOS HP PA
0.8 GLOS HP PA

Figure 13. Comparisons of similarity measures on GrQc-1000 edge list from GrQc dataset

approaches GLOS obtained the highest accuracy by 1
and global approaches Katz FL succeeded in getting the
lowest accuracy by 0.354. Similarly, at threshold 0.4, the
hybrid approach GLOS obtained the highest accuracy
by 0.990, while, global approaches Katz and FL
achieved the lowest results by 0.304. On the other hand,
at threshold 0.6, local approach HP performed better
than rest of the local and global approaches, where,
HP obtained accuracy 0.725. Similarly, at threshold 0.8,
local approach HP obtained the highest score by 0.688,
while, SAM obtained the second highest accuracy by
0.575. Overall, the performance of GLOS was better
than rest of the approaches, however, HP outperformed

than rest of the approaches. Detailed information is
presented in Table 5.

HepPh Dataset. The result of HepPh dataset is
presented here, from which, three different set of edge
lists (i.e., HepPh-1000, HepPh-1500 & HepPh-2000)
have extracted. In order to predict these edges, the
edges from the original graph are removed and made
partial graph upon which similarity measures (i.e.,
Hybrid, Global & Local) are applied and computed the
similarity between these edges. Further, the thresholds
on similarity scores are applied, and presented the
prediction accuracy of similarity measures in Figures
16, 17 and 18. Where, Figure 16 shows the result of
first edge list (i.e., HepPh-1000) from HepPh dataset.
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Figure 14. Comparisons of similarity measures on GrQc-1500 edge list from GrQc dataset

Figure 15. Comparisons of similarity measures on GrQc-1500 edge list from GrQc dataset

In Figure 16, pattern of the bars shows the thresholds,
similarity measures are shown on X-axis and accuracy
of similarity measures is shown on Y-axis. And the
same pattern is followed in all the remaining figures of
HepPh dataset. At threshold 0.2, the highest accuracy
achieved, while, the lowest accuracy is achieved at
threshold 0.8. Where, at threshold 0.2, both hybrid
approaches GLOS and PF succeed in getting accuracy
1. On the other hand, at threshold 0.2, from the Local
approaches PA achieved highest accuracy by 0.876.
Similarly, at threshold 0.2, from the Global approaches,
both Katz and FL obtained accuracy by 0.857. At
threshold 0.4, the hybrid approach GLOS achieved
highest accuracy by 0.997 and global approaches Katz

and FL achieved the lowest accuracy by 0.602. However,
at threshold 0.4, HP outperformed than rest of the local
and global approaches, where, HP obtained the highest
accuracy by 0.759. At threshold 0.6, again hybrid
approach GLOS obtained highest accuracy by 0.971
and global approaches Katz and FL achieved the lowest
accuracy by 0.432. The main and interesting thing
which can be seen in Figure 10 is the GLOS similarity. In
case of all the thresholds, GLOS outperformed than rest
of the similarity measures. As compared to the GrQc
dataset, GLOS as well as rest of the similarity measures
improved their accuracy. While, at the threshold 0.8,
hybrid approach GLOS obtained the highest accuracy
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Table 5. The table presents the results of accuracy on GrQc Dataset. Where, (T) represents the threshold, High represents the
similarity measures obtaining highest accuracy, 2nd High corresponds to the similarity measures obtained second highest accuracy
and low represents the similarity measures obtained lowest accuracy. The red color shows the Global approaches, the blue color shows
the Local approaches and the green color shows the Hybrid approaches.

Edge List (T) High 2nd High Low

GrQc-1000

0.2 GLOS HP FL/KATZ
0.4 GLOS HP FL/KATZ
0.6 GLOS HP FL/KATZ
0.8 HP SAM FL/KATZ

GrQc-1500

0.2 GLOS HP FL/KATZ
0.4 GLOS HP FL/KATZ
0.6 GLOS HP FL/KATZ
0.8 HP SAM FL/KATZ

GrQc-2000

0.2 GLOS HP FL/KATZ
0.4 GLOS HP FL/KATZ
0.6 GLOS HP FL/KATZ
0.8 HP SAM FL/KATZ

by 0.681 and local approach HP achieved the second
highest results by 0.606.

Figure 17showing the result of second edge list
HepPh-1500 from HepPh dataset. Compared to the
previous GrQc dataset, almost all the similarity
measures improved their results here. GLOS is the only
measures who performed well at all thresholds, while,
global approaches Katz and FL obtained low accuracy
than other similarity measures. At threshold 0.2, hybrid
approaches GLOS and PF obtained accuracy 1, both
global approaches Katz and FL achieved 0.875 and local
approach PA succeeded in getting the high accuracy
by 0.884 than rest of the local approaches. Similarly,
at threshold 0.2, hybrid approach GLOS achieved the
highest accuracy and global approaches Katz and FL
obtained the lowest accuracy. Moreover, at threshold
0.4, hybrid approach GLOS achieved the highest result
by 0.997 and global approaches Katz and FL obtained
the lowest accuracy by 0.557. On the other hand, at
threshold 0.4, local approach JAC obtained the second
lowest accuracy by 0.659. Likewise, at threshold 0.6,
again highest accuracy achieved by GLOS and global
approaches Katz and FL obtained the lowest accuracy.
Overall, at all the thresholds, hybrid approach GLOS
outperformed than others and global approaches Katz
and FL produced lowest accuracy. At threshold 0.8,
hybrid approach GLOS performed well and obtained
only 0.676, while, local approach HP obtained the
second highest accuracy by 0.614. On the other hand,
at threshold 0.8, global approaches Katz and FL were
the only similarity measures which obtained the lowest
accuracy by 0.315.

Figure 17 showing the result of third edge list HepPh-
2000 from HepPh dataset. At threshold 0.2, the hybrid

approaches GLOS and PF obtained the highest accuracy
by 1 and local approach JAC succeeded in getting the
lowest accuracy by 0.803. Similarly, at threshold 0.4, the
hybrid approach GLOS obtained the highest accuracy
by 0.997, while, global approaches Katz and FL
achieved the lowest results by 0.529. On the other hand,
at threshold 0.6, local approach HP performed better
than rest of the local and global approaches, where,
HP obtained accuracy 0.711. Similarly, at threshold 0.8,
hybrid approach GLOS obtained the highest score by
0650, while, HP obtained the second highest accuracy
by 0.625. Overall, the performance of GLOS was better
than rest of the hybrid, global and local approaches.
Detailed information is presented in Table 6.

HepTh Dataset. Here, the results of HepTh dataset
are presented, from which, three different set of edge
lists (i.e., HepTh-1000, HepTh-1500 & HepTh-2000)
have extracted. In order to predict these edges, the
edges from the original graph are removed and made
partial graph upon which similarity measures (i.e.,
Hybrid, Global & Local) are applied and computed
the similarity between these edges. Furthermore,
the thresholds on similarity scores are applied,
and presented the prediction accuracy of similarity
measures in Figures 19, 20 and 21. Where, Figure
22 shows the result of first edge list (i.e., HepTh-
1000) from HepTh dataset. In Figure 19, pattern of
the bars shows the thresholds, similarity measures are
shown on X-axis and accuracy of similarity measures
is shown on Y-axis. And the same pattern is followed
in all the remaining figures of HepTh dataset. At
threshold 0.2, the highest accuracy achieved, while, the
lowest accuracy is achieved at threshold 0.8. Where, at
threshold 0.2, both hybrid approaches GLOS and PF
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Figure 16. Comparisons of similarity measures on HepPh-1000 edge list from HepPh dataset

Figure 17. Comparisons of similarity measures on HepPh-1500 edge list from HepPh dataset

succeed in getting accuracy 1. On the other hand, at
threshold 0.2, from the Local approaches AA achieved
highest accuracy by 0.860. Similarly, at threshold 0.2,
from the Global approaches, both Katz and FL obtained
highest accuracy by 0.803. At threshold 0.4, the hybrid
approach GLOS achieved highest accuracy by 0.994
and local approach PA achieved the lowest accuracy
by 0.486. However, at threshold 0.4, rest of the local
approaches performed better than global approaches,
where, SAM obtained the highest accuracy by 0.769. At
threshold 0.6, again hybrid approach GLOS obtained
highest accuracy by 0.966 and global approaches Katz
and FL could not perform well and obtained 0.373.

Similarly, at the threshold 0.8, hybrid approach GLOS
obtained the highest accuracy by 0.772 and local
approach HP achieved the second highest results by
0.581. In case of all the thresholds, GLOS outperformed
than rest of the similarity measures. As compared to the
previous datasets, GLOS improved the accuracy.

Figure 20 showing the result of second edge list
HepTh-1500 from HepTh dataset. Compared to the
previous GrQc dataset, almost all the similarity
measures improved their results here; however, local
approach PA reduced its results. GLOS is the only
measures who performed well at all thresholds,
while, PA, Katz and FL obtained low accuracy than
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Figure 18. Comparisons of similarity measures on HepPh-2000 edge list from HepPh dataset

Table 6. The table presents the results of accuracy on HepPh Dataset. Where, (T) represents the threshold, High represents the
similarity measures obtaining highest accuracy, 2nd High corresponds to the similarity measures obtained second highest accuracy
and low represents the similarity measures obtained lowest accuracy. The red color shows the Global approaches, the blue color shows
the Local approaches and the green color shows the Hybrid approaches.

Edge List (T) High 2nd High Low

HepPh-1000

0.2 GLOS/PF PA JAC
0.4 GLOS PF FL/KATZ
0.6 GLOS HP FL/KATZ
0.8 GLOS HP FL/KATZ

HepPh-1500

0.2 GLOS/PF PA JAC
0.4 GLOS PF FL/KATZ
0.6 GLOS HP FL/KATZ
0.8 GLOS HP FL/KATZ

HepPh-2000

0.2 GLOS PA JAC
0.4 GLOS PF FL/KATZ
0.6 GLOS HP FL/KATZ
0.8 GLOS HP FL/KATZ

other similarity measures. At threshold 0.2, hybrid
approaches GLOS and PF obtained accuracy 1, both
global approaches Katz and FL achieved 0.803 and local
approach AA succeeded in getting the high accuracy
by 0.860 than rest of the local approaches. Similarly,
at threshold 0.2, hybrid approaches GLOS and PF
achieved the highest accuracy and local approach PA
obtained the lowest accuracy. Moreover, at threshold
0.4, hybrid approach GLOS achieved the highest result
by 0.994 and local approach PA obtained the lowest
accuracy by 0.486. On the other hand, at threshold
0.4, global approaches Katz and FL obtained the
second lowest accuracy by 0.535. Likewise, at threshold

0.6, again highest accuracy achieved by GLOS and
global approaches Katz and FL obtained the lowest
accuracy. Overall, at all the thresholds, hybrid approach
GLOS outperformed than others and PA, Katz and FL
degraded its results by obtaining lowest accuracy. At
threshold 0.8, hybrid approach GLOS performed well
and obtained accuracy 0.772, while, local approach HP
obtained the second highest accuracy by 0.581. On the
other hand, at threshold 0.8, global approaches Katz
and FL were the only similarity measures who obtained
the lowest accuracy by 0.259.

Figure 21 showing the result of third edge list HepTh-
2000 from HepTh dataset. At threshold 0.2, the hybrid
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Figure 19. Comparisons of similarity measures on HepTh-1000 edge list from HepTh dataset

Figure 20. Comparisons of similarity measures on HepTh-1500 edge list from HepTh dataset

approaches GLOS and PF obtained the highest accuracy
by 1 and local approach PA succeeded in getting the
lowest accuracy by 0.648. Similarly, at threshold 0.4, the
hybrid approach GLOS obtained the highest accuracy
by 0.989, while, global local approach PA achieved
the lowest results by 0.480. On the other hand, at
threshold 0.6, local approach HP performed better than
rest of the local and global approaches, where, HP
obtained accuracy 0.674. Similarly, at threshold 0.8,
hybrid approach GLOS obtained the highest score by
0.771, while, HP obtained the second highest accuracy
by 0.586. Overall, the performance of GLOS was better
than rest of the approaches. Similarly, at thresholds
0.2 and 0.4, local approach PA produced the lowest
accuracy, while, at thresholds 0.6 and 0.8, global

approaches Katz and Fl obtained the lowest accuracy.
Detailed stats about accuracy are presented in Table 7.

5.3. Evaluation
In this thesis, experiments performed on 15 different
edge lists from 5 dataset, where 3 edge lists belongs to
each dataset. In this section, the performance of global,
local and hybrid similarity measures is evaluated by
giving the answer of the following questions.

• Q1: Could global features hold the potential in
accurate link prediction?

In order to evaluate the local similarity measures,
both normalized and un-normalized local
similarity measures (i.e., Resource Allocation,
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Figure 21. Comparisons of similarity measures on HepTh-2000 edge list from HepTh dataset

Table 7. The table presents the results of accuracy on HepTh Dataset. Where, (T) represents the threshold, High represents the
similarity measures obtaining highest accuracy, 2nd High corresponds to the similarity measures obtained second highest accuracy
and low represents the similarity measures obtained lowest accuracy. The red color shows the Global approaches, the blue color shows
the Local approaches and the green color shows the Hybrid approaches.

Edge List (T) High 2nd High Low

HepTh-1000

0.2 GLOS/PF AA PA
0.4 GLOS PF PA
0.6 GLOS PF FL/KATZ
0.8 GLOS HP FL/KATZ

HepTh-1500

0.2 GLOS/PF AA PA
0.4 GLOS PF PA
0.6 GLOS PF PA
0.8 GLOS HP FL/KATZ

HepTh-2000

0.2 GLOS/PF AA PA
0.4 GLOS PF PA
0.6 GLOS HP FL/KATZ
0.8 GLOS HP FL/KATZ

Adamic Adar, SAM, Jaccard, Sorenson Index,
Salton Cosine, Hub Depressed, Hub Promoted,
Parameter-Dependent, Prefrential Attachment
and Leicht-Holme-Nerman) are picked. After
the comparisons it is found that local similarity
measures hold the potential in accurate link
prediction than global similarity measures.
However, local similarity measures could not
perform well than hybrid similarity measures.
In case of Astro dataset, HP out performed than
rest of the similarity local and global measures,
while, PA could not produce better accuracy.
Likewise, on all the dataset, PA obtained the
lowest accuracy. Similarly, SAM, SC, HP and
PD performed better, while, LHN obtained the

second lowest accuracy. As compare to the global
similarity measures, local similarity measures
outperformed on all the thresholds. In case of
comparison with the hybrid approaches, local
approaches could not achieved good results.
Furthermore, statistics about lowest and highest
similarity measures are given in the following
table.

• Q2: Whether local features hold the potential in
accurate link prediction?

In this study, we have used two global similarity
measures (i.e., Katz and FL) for the comparisons
with local and hybrid similarity measures. In
the results of experiments, we have found that
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global features did not hold the potential in
order to find the accurate links. Both global
similarity measures could not produce the better
results as compare to local and global similarity
measures. As shown in Figure 7 from Astro
dataset, in case of all the thresholds, both
global approaches obtained the lowest accuracy.
Likewise, In case of remaining datasets, again
the global similarity measures could not improve
their results. In Figure 15 from GrQc dataset,
both global approaches obtained the lowest
similarity by 0.246. However, In case of CondMat
dataset, global approaches outperformed than PA.
Overall, the performance of global approaches
was not good.

• Q3: Combination of both local and global
features could achieve the best accuracy?

Hybrid similarity measures are those types of
measures which uses the local as well as global
information. In the experiments, this study
compared our hybrid approach GLOS with rest of
the hybrid, global and local approaches. After the
comparisons, it is shown that GLOS outperformed
than rest of the approaches. In case Astro dataset,
GLOS obtained accuracy results on all thresholds
expect 0.8, where, GLOS obtained the second
highest accuracy. Similarly, the same behavior of
GLOS found in GrQc dataset, where, at threshold
0.8, GLOS obtained the second highest accuracy.
On the other hand, in case of CondMat, HepPh
and HepTh dataset, GLOS outperformed than
rest of the approaches for all thresholds. Overall,
hybrid approaches obtained better accuracy than
local and global approaches. So, it is clear that
combination of both local and global features can
be more powerful predictor for link prediction. A
detailed summary about highest, second highest,
third highest and lowest accuracy for each dataset
is presented in Table 1.

6. Conclusion
Social network (SN) is place where individuals or group
of people connect to each other in order to share views,
information and ideas. SN may be online via interaction
of people on social sites (i.e., Facebook, LinkedIn,
Twitter etc.) or offline via face-to-face interaction of
people on public places (i.e., Colleges, Universities,
Parks etc.). SN can be seen as a graph, where nodes
correspond to the people and edges/ties represent
relationship between them. During past two decades,
attraction of people towards networking sites and
applications have opened doors for new as well as
expert researchers to study and analyzed SN properties
and aspects of human behaviors in social world.

Researchers, in the social network analysis, are facing
various challenges. One of them and major challenge is
link prediction.

Previous studies classified the link prediction tech-
niques into three categorize: (1) probabilistic tech-
niques, (2) maximum likelihood techniques and (3)
similarity-based techniques. First two categorize, due
to the algorithms complexity, could not deal with big
networks. Similarity-based methods works on the simi-
larity among users, as the similarity increases, chances
of link formation also increase. In addition, similarity-
based techniques consider two foremost features in esti-
mation of the similarity: (1) local features (i.e., neigh-
borhood) and (2) global features (i.e., path, random
walk). The approaches that used the local features are
called local similarity measures, while, the approaches
that used the global features are called global similarity
measures. Likewise, the approaches that use the global
and local features are called hybrid approaches.

This study was an extension of our previous research
where we have proposed a similarity measure namely
SAM, based on local features, for link prediction in
social network. In this study, we have addressed the
challenging problem link prediction using local (such
as neighbors) and global features (such as path). We
have argued that combination of local and global
features can have power to predict the link accurately.
Moreover, we have proposed a hybrid approach GLOS,
where, we have used path as global feature and
neighborhood as local feature. Furthermore, we have
compared the hybrid, global and local approaches
on five dataset. In the results, we have found that
hybrid approaches outperformed than rest of the local
and global approaches. In addition, our proposed
approach GLOS obtained highest accuracy on all the
dataset. Moreover, global approaches produced the
lowest accuracy on all the dataset and proved that
there is a need to enhance the global approaches in
order to predict the accurate results. In case of Astro
dataset, GLOS obtained the highest accuracy by 1 at
threshold 0.2, while, global approaches achieved the
lowest accuracy by 0.358 at threshold 0.8. Similarly,
in case of CondMat, HepPh and HepTh dataset, GLOS
outperformed than rest of the similarity approaches
by obtaining highest accuracy on all the thresholds. In
case of threshold 0.6, GLOS obtained accuracy by 0.950
from Astro dataset, achieved accuracy by 0.973 from
CondMat dataset, obtained accuracy 0.870 from GrQc
dataset, achieved accuracy by 0.982 from HepPh dataset
and succeeded in getting accuracy 0.971 from HepTh
dataset. Similarly, PA from local approaches could not
perform well on all dataset.
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6.1. Future Work
In this study, similarity-based (i.e., local, global and
hybrid) approaches for the link prediction are used.
Moreover, we have compared the local, global and
hybrid approaches in order to check their worth in
accurate link prediction. In addition, we have proposed
a hybrid approach GLOS using global features (i.e.,
path) and local features (i.e., neighborhood). Our future
direction could be the use of other global features (i.e.,
random walk) with combination of local features for
link prediction. In addition, nodes tend to connect with
the nodes of their level or status. So, the structural
importance of node for similarity computation could be
another future direction.
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